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NEW QUESTION: 1
The nurse instructs a pregnant client (G2P1) to rest in a side-lying position and avoid lying flat
on her back.
The nurse explains that this is to avoid "vena caval syndrome," a condition which:
A. Occurs when blood pressure increases sharply with changes in position
B. Results when blood flow from the extremities is blocked or slowed
C. Is seen mainly in first pregnancies
D. May require medication if positioning does not help
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
(A) Blood pressure changes are predominantly due to pressure of the gravid uterus. (B)
Pressure of the gravid uterus on the inferior vena cava decreases blood return from lower
extremities. (C) Inferior vena cava syndrome is experienced in the latter months of pregnancy
regardless of parity. (D) There are no medications useful in the treatment of interior vena cava
syndrome; alleviating pressure by position changes is effective.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button. Referring to the exhibit, which type of route is displayed?
A. generate
B. static
C. aggregate
D. martian
Answer: C
Explanation:
From the exhibit se see: Contributing Routes Note: Route aggregation allows you to combine
groups of routes with common addresses into a single entry in the routing table.
This decreases the size of the routing table as well as the number of route advertisements sent
by the routing device. An aggregate route becomes active when it has one or more contributing
routes.
A contributing route is an active route that isa more specific match for the aggregate
destination.

http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/en_US/junos15.1x49-d40/topics/concept/policy-aggregateroutes.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which step is unnecessary when an administrator creates an application rule set?
A. define a provider
B. select a process to exclude
C. define rule order
D. select a process to apply
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which mode of operation must be enabled on CSM to support roles such as Network
Administrator,
Approver, Network Operator, and Help Desk?
A. User Roles Mode
B. Administration Mode
C. Deployment Mode
D. Workflow Mode
E. Network Mode
F. Activity Mode
Answer: D
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